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Abstract—In this paper, we propose two kinds of semantic
signatures for 3D object retrieval (3DOR). Humans are capable of
describing an object using attribute terms like “symmetric” and
“flyable”, or using its similarities to some known object classes.
We convert such qualitative descriptions into attribute signature
(AS) and reference set signature (RSS), respectively, and use them
for 3DOR. We also show that AS and RSS can be understood as
two different quantization methods of the same semantic space
of human descriptions of objects. The advantages of the semantic
signatures are threefold. First, they are much more compact than
low-level shape features yet working with comparable retrieval
accuracy. Therefore, the proposed semantic signatures require
less storage space and computation cost in retrieval. Second, the
high-level signatures are a good complement to low-level shape
features. As a result, by incorporating the signatures we can
improve the performance of state-of-the-art 3DOR methods by
a large margin. To the best of our knowledge, we obtain the best
results on two popular benchmarks. Third, the AS enables us to
build a user-friendly interface, with which the user can trigger a
search by simply clicking attribute bars instead of finding a 3D
object as the query. This interface is of great significance in 3DOR
considering the fact that while searching, the user usually does not
have a 3D query at hand that is similar to his/her targeted objects
in the database.

Index Terms—3D object retrieval, semantic signature, attribute,
reference set, user-friendly interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

A N explosive increase in 3D data has been witnessed in
recent years. As a result, 3D object retrieval (3DOR) be-

comes an active research topic attracting researchers from dif-
ferent areas, such as computer vision, CAD, and graphics. Some
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experimental search engines have been developed [1], [2], and
there is an annual 3D shape retrieval contest (SHREC) to eval-
uate the effectiveness of different algorithms [3].
Initially, the problem is studied as retrieving generic 3D ob-

jects from a database potentially consisting of any kinds of ob-
jects, such as plants, animals, and buildings. An object is often
represented by “mesh soup” which is not necessarily oriented
or watertight. The dominant line of work to tackle this generic
3DOR problem is to use global features. We roughly classify
them into four categories:
• statistics-basedmethods such as shape distributions [4] and
enhanced shape functions [5],

• volume-based methods such as the ray-based approach
with spherical harmonic representation [6] and the expo-
nentially decaying Euclidean distance transform [7],

• view-based methods like the LightField descriptor (LFD)
[8] and PANORAMA [9], and

• graph-based methods [10]–[13].
From the experimental results of these methods on different
databases, a consensus seems achieved that view-based ones
outperform the others under most conditions [9], [14]. We refer
readers to [14] with a representative database, the Princeton
shape benchmark (PSB), for the details.
Later, 3DOR is pursued with different emphases. Instead of

generic 3D objects, McGill benchmark [13] focuses on objects
with articulating parts. The partial retrieval problem is raised in
[15]. 3D face recognition and identification [16] can been seen
as a subproblem of the broad 3DOR. It is also worth noting that
the SHREC contest makes a great effort to refine the problem
into some sub-problems, such as “mesh soup” vs. watertight
mesh and range data in terms of object representation, generic
objects vs. architecture data in terms of database diversity, and
self-created objects vs. Google warehouse in terms of data
source collection. Obviously, global features are not able to
work as well in all the cases as in retrieving generic objects.
As a result, local feature based methods [17], [18] draw the
attention of some researchers. A more comprehensive survey
can be found in [19]. In this paper, we focus on generic 3DOR
and compare global features.
From the study of these approaches, we find that most of them

stem from the analysis of low-level 3D shape features, which
have no high-level semantic interpretations. These low-level 3D
shape features may not be able to capture users’ search intention
and distinguish objects of different classes. Take Fig. 1 as an ex-
ample. The upper row shows top-ranked retrieval results with a
3D object “human_arms_out” as the query from the PSB data-
base using the state-of-the-art 3D shape feature PANORAMA.
It is not surprising that the planes are ranked top by the feature
because they are indeed similar to the “human_arms_out” ob-
ject in shape.

1520-9210/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Upper row: retrieved objects with the first object as the query using
the latest 3D shape features PANORAMA. Lower row: responses of our at-
tribute detectors to the objects where red blocks stand for positive out-
puts and green ones for negative. While the “ fly” detector considers both
the “human_arms_out” and the planes as positive, the “natural”, “flexible”, and
“stand” detectors successfully distinguish the planes from the humans.

Human beings are capable of describing an object using at-
tribute terms, such as “is the object flexible or rigid?” and “is
the object symmetric or not”, or using its similarities with some
known object classes. These descriptions have semantic mean-
ings and also some capability to distinguish objects. We propose
to map 3D shape features to these descriptions, which are called
semantic signatures and are used for 3DOR.
The first semantic signature is to emulate the human descrip-

tion of objects in terms of attributes. An attribute describes a
specific object characteristic (see Fig. 2 for example). It can be
shared by different object classes, and most objects in the same
class share the same attributes. We use a learning algorithm
to train attribute detectors for automatically detecting the pres-
ence of attribute on a 3D object with a confidence measure

. These measures are concatenated to form our attribute
signature (AS). Look at the lower row in Fig. 1 for instance. The
attribute detectors detect whether an object is natural, flexible,
able to fly, and able to stand. A red block stands for a pos-
itive output of a detector and a green one
stands for a negative output . While the “fly” de-
tector considers both the “human_arms_out” and the planes as
positives, all the others (“natural”, “flexible”, and “stand”) suc-
cessfully capture the differences of them.
The second is to describe an object by comparing it with

known object classes. Suppose that there is a reference set with
data classified into classes . In the retrieval scenario,
we cannot assume that each object in the database must be-
long to some because of limited training data. Nonetheless,

builds a context in which an object can be represented
through a similarity-based feature
called reference set signature (RSS), where stands for
the similarity between and the known class . This simi-
larity-based representation has been applied to image classifi-
cation in [20] and [21]. However, in the retrieval scenario, we
show that the direct application is not appropriate due to an in-
teresting and exclusive problem regarding users’ search inten-
tion (see Section III-B2). As a result, we extend the reference
set to a hierarchical structure to satisfy different users’ search
intentions in terms of object classification granularity.
The proposed semantic signatures of 3D objects have the ca-

pability to distinguish objects with performances comparable
to state-of-the-art low-level shape descriptors in 3DOR. To the

Fig. 2. Some positive and negative samples of the attributes.

best of our knowledge, this is the first work using semantic rep-
resentations for 3DOR. The advantages are threefold:
1) The low dimensional AS (with 11 dimensions) and RSS
(with 90 dimensions) are particular suitable for large
scale and efficient 3DOR, since they require much less
storage space and comparing time than low-level 3D shape
features whose dimensions are usually between 100 and
10000 (see Section V).

2) They are complementary to low-level shape descriptors
and can hence improve the performance of previous re-
trieval algorithms. We obtain the best retrieval results on
two popular benchmarks (see Section V).

3) They enable us to build a user-friendly interface with
which the user can search the database by simply choosing
some attribute terms instead of finding or sketching a 3D
object as the query.

In the next section we discuss some related work to this paper.
The details of AS and RSS are developed in Sections III-A and
Section III-B, respectively. After that we analyze the semantic
essence of the two signatures in Section IV, and point out that
AS and RSS can be understood as two different quantization
methods of the same semantic space. SectionV shows the exper-
imental results of AS and RSS boosted 3DOR, and Section VI
presents our 3DOR user interface built upon the signatures. The
paper is concluded in Section VII.
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II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews some recent work related to using
higher-level knowledge to do retrieval and object recognition.
3D Object Retrieval: Some previous work can be consid-

ered related to ours though they do not use the term of attribute
explicitly. Kazhdan et al. propose to boost general 3D shape
features (e.g., EDT [7]) by symmetry in [22]. Flexibility is de-
fined to evaluate the ability to bend a part of an object and has
been used in both 2D and 3D object retrieval [23], [24]. In [25],
a measure of the rectilinearity of a 3D object is designed and
added to other features. Our approach is in line with boosting
general 3D shape features by descriptive attributes. However, 1)
we replace the handcrafted computation methods to measuring
attributes by a uniform learning stage, and 2) the attributes in
previous work describe only the shape characteristic of an ob-
ject, while we embed richer semantic information such as “ fly
” and “ natural ” into the attributes (see Section III-A for the
details).
Semantic-oriented 3DOR using relevance feedback: Rel-

evance feedback is an effective method to improve the perfor-
mance of a retrieval system by involving user input in the re-
trieval loop. In [26], Leifman et al. pursue semantic-oriented
3DOR using latent discriminative analysis and biased discrim-
inative analysis for relevance feedback. Our method differenti-
ates from relevance feedback in that we embed semantic infor-
mation into the signatures, instead of employing user input in
the retrieval process.
Concept-Based Video Retrieval: Our approach has some

connection to the concept-based video retrieval [27]. Automatic
detection in videos of presence of semantic concepts, such as “
person ” or “ outdoor ”, are studied extensively. However, the
concepts in video retrieval mainly refer to people, scenes, and
events, and cannot be used in 3DOR. It is also worth noting that
some image retrieval works [28], [29] share similar spirit.
2D Object Recognition: Attributes are also used in object

recognition from images. On one hand, they serve as an inter-
mediate layer between low-level image features and high-level
object recognition tasks. They bridge a between-class transfer to
detect unseen objects in [30] and [31]. Wang and Forsyth [32]
develop a joint detector of visual attributes and object classes.
On the other hand, inferring attributes becomes (part of) the core
problem of recognition in [33] and [34]. The attributes in these
papers are diversified, from color and texture to animal habi-
tats, but cannot be applied to 3DOR since most 3D objects are
pure shapes without any texture or color information. In [20] and
[31], reference sets are used as a knowledge transfer model for
2D object recognition. They have been used in face recognition
[35] and image retrieval [28]. Our work shows that reference
sets are also very useful for 3DOR. In addition, we advance this
idea by proposing a hierarchical reference set to achieve better
performance.

III. SEMANTIC SIGNATURES

A. Learning Attribute Signature

In this section, we begin with the attributes used in our work,
then present a learning method to measure these attributes, and
finally define our first semantic signature AS.

Fig. 3. Some measurements of rectilinearity on several 3D objects.

1) Attributes: The first question is: what attributes are proper
to represent a 3D object? Lampert et al. introduce 85 attributes
to describe animals for image-based object (animal) recogni-
tion [30], but few of them can be used here since 1) we deal
with all kinds of objects including not only animals but also
plants and man-made objects, and 2) we treat each 3D object
as pure shape without textual or texture information. Therefore,
the motivation is to choose attributes discriminative enough for
broad object categories and closely related to the underlying 3D
shape.
In previous works, some shape characteristics such as 1) sym-

metry [22], 2) flexibility [24], and 3) rectilinearity [25] have
been proposed and measured by handcrafted methods. We in-
clude them in our attribute set but measure them by learned de-
tectors (see Section III-A2). In line with the three shape charac-
teristics, we also use 4) circularity, 5) dominant-plane, 6) long,
and 7) thin. In addition, we emphasize that some higher-level
semantic attributes can also be inferred from 3D shape. For ex-
ample, an object being able to swim usually has a fish-like shape.
The higher-level attributes used in our work are: 8) swim, 9) fly,
10) stand with leg(s), and 11) natural. In total, we use eleven
attributes in our work as shown in Fig. 2. Compared with the
three existing ones in the 3DOR literature, this set of eleven at-
tributes is much richer and it can be enriched further.
2) Attribute Detectors: When the number of attributes be-

comes large, it is not realistic to handcraft specific computation
methods for each of them. Besides, the detection method for the
higher-level semantic attributes, such as swim and fly, is difficult
to be handcrafted. We use a uniform learning approach instead
to obtain their measurements. The aim here is to train for at-
tribute a detector with which we can measure the presence
of on a 3D object with some confidence measurement (prob-
ability) . Since we use binary (presence or absence) at-
tributes, any two-class classification algorithm with probability
output can be used here. For each attribute , the training data
are 3D objects with labels of either 1 (presence of ) or (ab-
sence of ). At the testing stage, given a 3D object , the trained
classifier outputs which is the attribute measurement.
In this paper, we use LIBSVM [36] with an RBF kernel to

train a binary classifier (detector) for each attribute. The param-
eters in LIBSVM are determined through 5-fold cross valida-
tion, and the probability output is obtained by pairwise coupling
[37]. LIBSVM requires vectorial representations of 3D objects
as input. We use three kinds of complementary shape features in
our algorithm: depth buffer descriptor (DBD) [6], wavelet trans-
form of a 3D object’s panorama [9] which is generated after the
object is normalized by the continuous PCA [6], and the mutual
absolute-angle distance (AAD) histogram [5]. They are concate-
nated to form a 1378-dimensional feature vector as the input to
the detectors. Fig. 3 shows some outputs of detector

for attribute rectilinearity.
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3) Attribute Signature (AS): Given a 3D object , we con-
catenate the outputs of all the attribute detectors to form AS,

(1)

which converts human descriptions of a 3D object with respect
to the attributes into a vectorial representation. Next, we define
a dissimilarity measure between two 3D objects and
based on AS,

(2)

where is the dissimilarity between 3D ob-
jects and in terms of attribute , , and is the
weight to balance ’s contribution.
We have tested various dissimilarity measures for and

found that the symmetric KL-divergence and -distance per-
form the best. In the rest of the paper, we use the former one,
defined as

(3)

where , , and is the
KL-divergence [38].

B. Learning Reference Set Signature

In this section, we define our second semantic signature RSS
based on a reference set, and then extend it to a hierarchical
structure.
1) Reference Set Signature (RSS): Besides the attributes in-

troduced in the previous section, human beings often describe a
new object by comparing it with known object classes. We con-
vert this kind of description into RSS. Let denote
the reference set of available classes. The RSS of a 3D object
is then defined as

(4)

where , , stand for the similarities between the ob-
ject and the known classes .
In this paper, we also compute using a LIBSVM classi-

fier trained with the same three shape features mentioned in the
last section. The difference is that only one multi-class classifier
is trained based on , whose outputs denote the simi-

larities between and the classes (or the probabilities of
belonging to the classes). We have also tested Torresani et al.

’s “classemes” [21] which are binary classifiers trained for each
class individually, and found that the multi-class classifier out-
performs the batch of classemes in our experiments. It is prob-
ablydue to the fact that someof our training classes are very small
(with less than 5 objects) and hence lead to bad classemes.
Suppose that a 3D object in the database belongs to class
. Note that the class can either exist in the reference set

(case 1) or be a novel class (case 2). Fig. 4 shows the RSSs of 4
biplanes corresponding to case 1, and the RSSs of 4 ants and 4
churches corresponding to case 2.
To compare two objects and by RSS, the following dis-

tance metric is used:

(5)

where is the symmetric KL-divergence (see (3)).
2) Hierarchical Reference Set: Intuitively, any classified

3D object data set can be used as the reference set. How-

Fig. 4. (a) RSSs of 4 biplanes whose class is in the reference set. (b) RSSs of
4 ants. (c) RSSs of 4 churches. The ant class and church class are not in the
reference set. The horizontal axis denotes the reference classes.

ever, there is an interesting issue regarding the granularity
of object classes. For example, should we put helicopters
and fighter jets into the same class named plane or two
different classes? Suppose that we have two reference sets

and
, and a database

where is a helicopter and a fighter jet, and that the user
submits a fighter jet to query the database. If an ideal classifier
is assumed to compute the RSSs, the system adopting

as the reference set will rank top but may rank at a
low position mixed with other non-plane objects. The system
adopting will consider and equally similar to the
query and may rank after . This example tells us that
reference sets with different granularities of object classes may
lead to different retrieval results.
We ought to choose a granularity which properly reflects

users’ search intention: satisfies the user if he/she wants to
search for fighter jets, and is proper if the user wants roughly
all kinds of planes. However, it is not easy to infer the “correct”
granularity (perhaps the “correct” granularity does not exist at
all). Our solution is to use a hierarchical structure that gives
different levels of classification granularity simultaneously:

where ( , ) denotes the classes of
the reference set on the th level, and are generated by merging
some classes on its preceding level for .We can hence obtain
a hierarchical RSS set for a 3D object
with each computed from . The dissimilarity
between two objects and is now defined as

(6)
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where is computed with (5). The largest weight
is given to the finest class level.
Now let us turn back to the example at the beginning of

this section. With (6), if the query is a fighter jet, the system
can always rank above and above non-plane objects.
This ranking list satisfies the user whether he/she wants exactly
fighter jets or roughly planes.

C. Building the Training Set

In order to learn AS and RSS, we use the standard training set
of PSB (PSB-train) [14] which includes 907 3D objects. It has
four-level classifications with 90, 42, 7, and 2 classes according
to the classification scheme defined in [14], respectively. It has
no attribute labels and we tag the labels to the training objects.
For each attribute , we label its presence or absence on the
objects. If we are not sure about how to assign a label to some
objects, these objects are not used to train the detector of .
Fig. 2 shows some of the labeling results of the attributes. This
procedure is conducted independently by three students, and the
final attribute labels are determined by majority voting.

D. Comparison of AS and RSS

Both AS and RSS represent a 3D object with respect to some
semantic and descriptive characteristics: AS maps the qualita-
tive attributes to a quantitative signature; RSS quantizes the sim-
ilarities of a 3D object to a set of known classes. It is therefore
interesting to examine the relationship between them. Given a
fixed set of attributes or known classes, the computation costs
of both AS and RSS are linear with the size of the set. Nonethe-
less, should the underlying attribute or known class set changes,
AS can be extended more easily than RSS. From (1), AS can
be expanded or shrunk by adding or removing some attribute
classifiers. On the other hand, we have to re-train our model to
obtain RSS.
In addition to the computation cost, we compare AS and RSS

further from the aspect of their semantic essences in the next
section, demonstrating that they are visually two different quan-
tization methods of the same semantic space.

IV. QUANTIZING SEMANTIC SPACE BY AS/RSS

After describing the details of AS and RSS, we discuss their
semantic essence in this section.

A. AS vs. Basis

Suppose that there exists a semantic space of human de-
scriptions of objects (not necessarily 3D objects). Since human
beings describe an object using different attributes, the attributes
can be intuitively seen as the basis of the space , and their bi-
nary observations (i.e., presence or absence of the attributes on
3D objects) quantize into different quadrants (see Fig. 5(a)).
Therefore, each object is mapped by AS to a point in . With no
a priori knowledge about the dimension of , the best way to
model it would be to find as many useful attributes as possible.
Our experiments also confirm that the more attributes, the

better results. We evaluate the effectiveness of individual at-
tributes by the leave-one-out strategy. First, we run an experi-
ment using all the 11 attributes, and then examine each attribute
by leaving it out and conducting retrieval using the 10 remaining

Fig. 5. Two methods to quantize the semantic space of human descriptions
of objects, (a) attributes and (b) a hierarchical reference set.

Fig. 6. Comparison of each attribute’s effectiveness by the leave-one-out
strategy evaluated on the Base level of the PSB-test.

ones. The experiments are carried out on the testing set of PSB
(PSB-test) [14]. Each object in PSB-test is taken as the query
once and the results are evaluated by discounted cumulative
gain (DCG) [14]. Fig. 6 shows the DCGs of the 12 experiments,
from which we can see different DCG reductions when one at-
tribute is left out. The larger the DCG decreases, the more ef-
fective the corresponding attribute is. This figure indicates that
all the attributes are useful and the last seven contribute more.

B. RSS vs. Vector Quantization

Similar to AS, RSS can also be understood from the view-
point of the semantic space of human descriptions of ob-
jects. Fig. 5(b) shows the reference classes in by small circles.
These classes quantize in a similar way to vector quantiza-
tion (VQ). VQ divides a large set of points (vectors) into groups
and represents each group by its centroid. Similarly, each ref-
erence class serves as a representative centroid in the se-
mantic space , and the extended hierarchical reference set
provides a coarse-to-fine quantization of . Accordingly, the
learned embeds multi-scale information and is hence
more versatile in representing 3D objects than the learned
from a single-level reference set. We present experiments to
verify the advantage of below.
We learn the single-level and the hierarchial

using the PSB-train with the Base level and the given 4-level
classifications, respectively, and compare their performance
on PSB-test. PSB-test contains 907 objects classified into 92
classes each with 4 to 50 objects on the “Base” level, 42 classes
on the “Coarse1” level, 7 classes on the “Coarse2” level, and
2 classes (natural and man-made objects) on the “Coarse3”
level. The two kinds of RSSs are compared on each of the four
classification levels of the PSB-test. Fig. 7 shows the DCG
values of the results. It is clear to see that the hierarchical RSS
performs better in all the cases.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of hierarchical and single-level reference set based RSSs.

Fig. 8. Framework of AS boosted 3DOR.

V. BOOSTING 3D OBJECT RETRIEVAL

Recall the example shown in Fig. 1. The semantic signatures
and low-level shape features are mutually complementary since
they represent 3D objects from different aspects. We can there-
fore use AS and RSS to boost existing 3DOR algorithms.
We use a linear combination of normalized dissimilarities

computed from the semantic signatures and 3D shape features
to be the final dissimilarity between the query and an object
in the database:

(7)

where is the dissimilarity computed from some 3D shape
feature, is calculated by either AS or by RSS

, denotes a pair of objects in the database, and
is the balance weight. The normalization numbers (denomina-
tors) do not cause extra retrieval time because they are computed
off-line. Some other combination methods [39] are applicable
too. Nonetheless, by the simple linear combination, significant
improvements have already been achieved as shown in the ex-
periment section.
Fig. 8 shows the framework of our approach with AS for ex-

ample. At the training stage, we train a detector for each at-
tribute. The detector is used at the testing stage to generate a
3D object’s AS which is then combined with existing low-level
3D shape features to do retrieval. RSS is utilized in the same
framework with the attribute detection replaced by reference set
comparison.

A. Experiments

Two popular benchmarks are used to test how AS and RSS
can boost 3DOR algorithms that are based on shape features.
One is the PSB-test mentioned in Section IV, and the other con-
tains watertight models in SHREC 2007 (WM-SHREC) [40]
with 400 objects divided equally into 20 classes. Note that the
training data (PSB-train) for AS and RSS are not in the test
databases. As mentioned in Section I, mainly global features are
used to do generic 3DOR. Thus, the following state-of-the-art
global shape features are compared in the experiments:
• D2 [4], a representative 3D shape descriptor of statistics-
based methods,

• view-based LightField descriptor (LFD) [8],
• DSR [6], a hybrid descriptor of view-based and volume-
based techniques, and

• view-based Panorama (PAN) descriptor [9], which
achieves the best performance in the comparative ex-
periments in [9].

The results are evaluated by the standard criteria used in the an-
nual SHREC contest: Nearest Neighbor (1-NN), First Tier (FT),
Second Tier (ST), E-Measure (EM), and Discounted Cumula-
tive Gain (DCG). The higher their values are, the better the per-
formance of the retrieval algorithm. We refer the reader to [14]
for the details of the criteria.
The rowwise parts 1 and 8 in Table I show the results usingAS

and RSS on the two databases respectively. The DCG values of
the low-level shape features (D2, LFD, DSR, and PAN) on PSB-
test are 0.462, 0.643, 0.663, and 0.733, respectively, while AS’s
DCGvalue is 0.579 andRSS’s is 0.702.We can see that the high-
level semantic signatures alone have comparable performance
to the low-level shape features for 3DOR. The same conclusion
can be drawn on the WM-SHREC database. The dimensions of
the features and the signatures are shown in the parentheses in
Table I. We can observe that the signatures alone achieve sim-
ilar retrieval results with much fewer dimensions compared to
the low-level shape features. This makes the semantic signatures
particularly suitable for efficient large scale 3DOR. Another ob-
servation is that AS performs not as well as RSS overall. Consid-
ering that there are 90 classes on the base level for training RSS
while only 11 attributes for AS, it is likely that the inferiority of
AS is caused by the insufficient attributes. It is part of our future
work to explore more useful attributes for 3DOR.
In each of parts 2–5 and 9–12, the performance of a 3D shape

feature is presented in the first row, and its combinations (see
(7)) with AS in the second row and with RSS in the third row.
The underlined numbers denote the best results in their corre-
sponding parts for different criteria. We can see that the se-
mantic signatures significantly boost the performance of the
low-level shape features. One may argue that the improvement
is due to feature combination, instead of the semantic informa-
tion. However, if we combine the best shape feature PAN with
other shape descriptors to test if they can also have similar sig-
nificant improvements, only slight gains are observed: the com-
bination of PAN and LFD increases the DCG of PAN by about
0.015, and all the other combinations have a gain of less than
0.005. The fact that AS and RSS improve PAN much more than
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TABLE I
RETRIEVAL RESULTS BY AS, RSS, THE FOUR SHAPE

FEATURES, AND THEIR COMBINATIONS

other shape features is reasonable, because the semantic signa-
tures are high-level object descriptions that are important com-
plements to the shape features, while all these shape features
themselves represent 3D objects based on low-level shape de-
tails. Parts 6 and 13 in Table I are the results of the combination
of PAN with both AS and RSS .
In [9], the authors use a scheme called local relevance feed-

back (LRF) to improve PAN’s performance. In parts 7 and 14
of Table I, we also give the results obtained by PAN with LRF,
denoted by , and the results by PAN+Both with LRF,
denoted by . This scheme works well in our
experiments. In fact, we can further improve the results by a
re-ranking scheme that re-ranks retrieved objects with the as-
sumption that objects of the same class have the same mani-
fold structure [41], [42]. The third rows of parts 7 and 14 show
the results obtained by with LRF and re-ranking,
denoted by . We can see more gains are
achieved.
The bold numbers in Table I denote the results obtained by

PAN+Both, , and
on PSB-test, and the results obtained by
and on WM-SHREC. To the best of

Fig. 9. A 3D object retrieval interface. On the left part of the interface, the
user clicks the attribute bars to browse the database. On the right, the user can
click the “find similar” button under an object to search for similar objects in
the database.

our knowledge, they are better than the best results in the pre-
vious works for all the criteria (except 1-NN) in Table I. An-
other point we want to emphasize is that the AS and RSS learnt
from PSB-train work well not only on PSB-test but also on
WM-SHREC. The data structures in the two databases are quite
different. PSB contains objects represented by “mesh soup” that
may have outlier faces and holes, while objects in WM-SHREC
are represented by watertight meshes.

VI. A USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACE FOR 3DOR

One key issue for a user-friendly search engine is how to
deliver user search intention to the system. This problem is
even more important in the 3DOR scenario due to two facts:
1) Text-based query can only search for a small part of existing
3D objects because currently most 3D objects are pure shapes
without textual descriptions or tags. 2) Content-based retrieval,
i.e., using a 3D object as the query, causes great trouble for the
user who does not have a 3D query that is similar to his/her
targeted objects in the database. To circumvent this problem,
some systems allow the user to form a query by sketching the
object’s silhouette or skeleton [2], [43], [44]. The main draw-
back of these systems is that a 2D sketch has only a small part
of shape information of a 3D object, leading to lower retrieval
accuracy.
In this section, we develop an alternative solution toward

building a user-friendly 3DOR interface. In our system, the user
searches for a targeted 3D object in mind by simply clicking at-
tribute bars (see Fig. 9), without requiring the user to have a
similar 3D query object at hand. This is a natural way of deliv-
ering search intentions to the system for common users. With
the input from the user, we obtain the attribute signature of the
targeted 3D object , and can hence carry out retrieval using (2).
In addition, the user can select an object displayed currently on
the interface as the query. The whole search procedure contains
two steps:
1) Browse the database by clicking the attribute bars on the
left part of the interface. Each attribute takes three pos-
sible values, 0 (no this attribute), 1 (with this attribute),
and 0.5 (not sure). With the targeted object in mind, the
user inputs its attribute values to the system with the bars
naturally. Our system then ranks objects in the database by
their similarities to computed using (2).
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2) Search the database by clicking “find similar” buttons. If
the user finds some object similar to on the interface,
he/she can click the “find similar” button under object . In
this situation, the system ranks objects by their similarities
to using (7).

The above two steps can be carried out multiple times to search
for more objects.

A. User Study

We conduct user study on this interface. Ten users are asked to
findout some specific objects from the database, and the numbers
of theirmouseclicksare recordedduring thesearch.When the tar-
geted object is displayed on the interfacewhere 20 top ranked ob-
jects are shown, the search is done successfully. Take PSB-test as
the test databasewhich has 907objects.Wefind that our interface
is both effective and efficient: about 600 objects can be found out
within 5mouse clicks, andmore than 700 can be foundoutwithin
11 clicks. The failures caused by the other objects aremainly due
to two reasons: 1) the users cannot well judge the presence of at-
tributes on an object, and 2) there are too few objects in the data-
base which are similar to the targeted object—there are 27 out
of 92 classes in PSB-test each with less than 5 objects. A demo
of the interface can be found from our supplementary material.

B. Discussion

To build a practical 3DOR system, it is important to improve
user satisfaction of the system, which consists of several factors
such as query formulation, retrieval accuracy, and real-time re-
sponse. Since common users are often lack of 3D objects, our
approach of query formulation is of great convenience for them:
the user can “describe” the query by simply clicking the attribute
bars. In terms of retrieval accuracy, our signatures improve the
performance of traditional low-level 3D shape descriptors. We
can see that the semantic signatures are versatile and can poten-
tially lead to better user satisfaction than traditional methods.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed two semantic signatures, attribute signa-
ture (AS) and reference set signature (RSS), to boost 3D object
retrieval methods that base on shape features. Both signatures
map low-level shape features to high-level semantic descrip-
tions of objects, and are applicable to new object classes that
are not in the training set. To learn AS, we have systematically
studied a set of eleven attributes that are suitable to describe
3D objects, and developed a uniform learning algorithm to train
the attribute detectors. To obtain effective RSS, a hierarchical
reference set has been proposed to meet the search intentions
of different users in terms of classification granularity. The ex-
tensive experiments indicate that AS and RSS improve previous
methods significantly with the best retrieval results obtained, re-
vealing that the semantic signtures and the low-level shape fea-
tures are mutually complementary. Our experiments also show
that the combination of different low-level shape features only
gives limited gains. The proposed semantic signatures are also
used to develop a novel user-friendly 3DOR interface.
In the future work, we will study more attributes to describe

3D objects. The knowledge mining methods in [31] may be
helpful to find suitable attributes. We plan to extend the current

binary attribute labels to continuous labels. The selection of a
proper reference set is also worth exploring.
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